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Johnson Controls debuts new Illustra Pro cameras with Smart Wide Dynamic Range
New Illustra Pro Mini-Dome automatically optimizes video quality while minimizing configuration time
WESTFORD, Mass.– (April 11, 2018) – Johnson Controls has updated its popular Illustra Pro
camera family with the Illustra Pro Mini-Dome, featuring new Smart Wide Dynamic Range that
optimizes video quality while minimizing configuration time. Available in a complete range of
image resolutions and lens options, the Pro Mini-Dome is ideal for a wide variety of
deployments in both medium and large-sized facilities.

Smart Wide Dynamic Range available in the Pro Gen3 Mini-Dome reduces configuration time
while greatly improving the quality of the video stream in varying lighting environments. By
effectively reading the scene, the Mini-Dome can adjust contrasting and overall scene balance
without operator intervention. Setup times are also reduced with the addition of configuration
profiles, such as retail, gaming and indoor/outdoor scenes, where camera settings are
automatically adjusted based on the environment, with a simple click of a button. The Pro Gen3
Mini-Dome also automatically adjusts settings to the desired mount for ceiling or wall for
additional labor savings.

“The smart technology embedded in our latest generation of Illustra Pro cameras automates
picture tuning and ensures that what you see is always dynamically optimized even in changing
scenes and lighting conditions. We are aiming to reduce operator setup and management costs
while always delivering a perfectly configured picture,” said Ric Wilton, director of product
management for Illustra. “Adding intelligent, automated capabilities to our solutions is core to
our product design and the illustra portfolio.”

Building off the previous generation of cameras, the Mini-Dome improves on important features
such as Wide Dynamic Range, Illustra® IntelliZip bandwidth management, effective failover
redundancy, cybersecurity and Video Intelligence Analytics. Mini-Domes are available in three
and eight MP options as well in Wide Field of View and Narrow Field of View options, and are
not impeded by physical barriers such as a bubble housing.

Users can offload analytic streaming from network video recorders to the edge on Illustra
cameras, saving time and resources. This feature, Video Intelligence Analytics, provides realtime, user-customizable event alarms that allow for quick reaction to incidents. By gathering
transformative data instantly, users can better allocate human resources elsewhere.

As part of the Tyco Cyber Protection Product Security Program, the new generation of Illustra
Pro cameras will also have enhanced safeguards against cyber attacks. With cyber-threat
resilience in mind, the solution includes “secure boot” which prompts the installer to change
passwords upon installation. Additional safeguard controls include an enhanced security mode
which forces the use of complex, non-default passwords and encrypted communications.

The Pro Gen3 Mini-Dome will be available to order in May. For more information, please visit
http://www.johnsoncontrols.com/.

About Johnson Controls
Johnson Controls is a global diversified technology and multi-industrial leader serving a wide
range of customers in more than 150 countries. Our 120,000 employees create intelligent
buildings, efficient energy solutions, integrated infrastructure and next generation transportation
systems that work seamlessly together to deliver on the promise of smart cities and
communities. Our commitment to sustainability dates back to our roots in 1885, with the
invention of the first electric room thermostat. We are committed to helping our customers win
and creating greater value for all of our stakeholders through strategic focus on our buildings

and energy growth platforms. For additional information, please visit
http://www.johnsoncontrols.com or follow us @johnsoncontrols on Twitter.

About Johnson Controls Building Technologies & Solutions
Johnson Controls Building Technologies & Solutions is making the world safer, smarter and
more sustainable – one building at a time. Our technology portfolio integrates every aspect of a
building – whether security systems, energy management, fire protection or HVACR – to ensure
that we exceed customer expectations at all times. We operate in more than 150 countries
through our unmatched network of branches and distribution channels, helping building owners,
operators, engineers and contractors enhance the full lifecycle of any facility. Our arsenal of
brands includes some of the most trusted names in the industry, such as Tyco®, YORK®,
Metasys®, Ruskin®, Titus®, Frick®, PENN®, Sabroe®, Simplex® and Grinnell®. For more
information, visit www.johnsoncontrols.com or follow @Johnsoncontrols on Twitter.
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